
Knowing what learning options are 
available, how they lead to different 
job prospects and ways of finding 
work are vital for making choices. To 
make informed choices, young people 
need access to excellent quality, 
comprehensive and impartial Careers 
Education Information Advice and 
Guidance (CEIAG) about learning and 
work opportunities and their relevance 
to the labour market. They also need to 
be able to develop capabilities around 
relationships and work and learning 
support.

1  Every secondary school and college should 
have in place an explicit and publicised 
careers policy and Careers Curriculum on 
young people’s experiences of the world of 
work, links with business, careers provision 
and destination outcomes 

2  Every young person up to the age of 
25 should have access to impartial, 
independent and personalised careers 
education, information advice and face-to-
face guidance in their local community

3  Every good institution will have a governing 
board with oversight for ensuring the 
organisation supports all young people to 
relate their learning to careers 

4  Every secondary school should have 
up-to-date Labour Market Intelligence 
(LMI) readily accessible and up to date 
information on the full range of education 
and training pathways embedded in 
delivery 

5  Every young person should have completed 
at least 100 hours of work related learning 
by the age of 16

6  All teachers should link curriculum learning 
with careers to help raise aspirations

7  Sector-led approaches in smart 
specialisation and bedrock industries

8  Formation and development of careers 
clusters across Cornwall

9  A Cornwall Careers Offer communication 
and resource portal

10  Support for vulnerable young people at risk 
of Not in Education Employment of Training 
(NEET), NEET and 18 – 25 year olds long 
term unemployed in developing long term, 
sustainable networks and relationships 
which will enable them to find work in 
different ways and understand the value of 
connections

 Complexity to simplicity: moving away 
from constantly layering up new and 
disjointed initiatives and developing a 
coherent and coordinated programme 
that meets the needs of young people 
and addresses the challenges faced by 
education and business

 Finding new ways of supporting young 
people which move from a reliance on 
‘employability services’ toward preparing 
young people for a lifetime of employment

Executive Summary
It is well documented nationally and locally that 
CEIAG for young people 11 - 25 needs improving. 
The 2015 Confederation of British Industry’s (CBI) / 
Pearson’s Education and Skills Survey 20152 shows 
that more than three quarters of businesses across 
the UK feel the quality of careers advice needs 
improving to help young people make informed 
decisions about future career options. 

We also know that time within the curriculum 
and resources available to schools, colleges and 
alternative provision settings are increasingly 
under pressure to deliver CEIAG. Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs), which characterise Cornwall’s 
economic landscape, also face similar constraints. We 
know, however, there is widespread willingness on 
both sides to collaborate.

The Cornwall Careers Offer developed by the 
Pathways to Employment group of the Raising 
Aspiration and Achievement Strategic (RAAS) Board 
and identified within the CIoS Employment and 
Skills Strategy 2016-2030, sets out the rationale for 
the 10 key strands that make up a Careers Offer for 
Cornwall’s young people and which together would 
transform the landscape of CEIAG activity across the 
county.

2 http://news.cbi.org.uk/news/
careers-advice-in-schools-not-
good-enough-says-firms/

10 Key Strands of  
Cornwall Careers Offer

Underpinning our approach are the  
following key principles:

 Partnership, ownership and responsibility 
that drives improvement, innovation 
and efficiency for better outcomes of 
young people in Cornwall and influences 
the implementation of national CEIAG 
initiatives. ‘Better collaboration for greater 
collective impact’ 

 An explicit Careers Offer that every young 
person in Cornwall should be entitled to 
experience during their school and or 
college years

Knowing what learning 
options are available, how 
they lead to different job 
prospects and ways of 
finding work are vital for 
making choices. 


